EAST LOTHIAN BOWLING ASSOCIATION

CHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS TROPHY

COMPETITION RULES

a. Each member club will be entitled to enter the current years GENTS CLUB champion ONLY and names MUST be in the hands of the Match Secretary by 20th August annually.
b. The competition shall be drawn up ANNUALLY and shall commence at 645pm on the appointed green. No dates can be changed unless with prior consultation with the ELBA match secretary and on NO ACCOUNT will the scheduled date for the semi-final / final be rearranged. Ie. If a player cannot fulfil all the dates, then they should not commence the competition.
c. Any match postponed or interrupted by weather MUST be reported as indicated above to the ELBA match secretary. If the match is postponed, then it MUST be played before the next round at the same venue. If a match is interrupted by weather or other reason and cannot be finished that evening, the players MUST play the remainder of the match at the same venue, on the same rinks, starting at the score and end when the match was interrupted.
d. If this cannot be arranged the two players MUST contact the ELBA match secretary who will make a decision which the players MUST adhere to.
e. Any anomalies will be decided by the ELBA secretary.
f. The trophy will be suitably inscribed by the winning club at their own expense and retained until 1st day of August annually and returned to the ELBA secretary.
g. All players must adhere to code of conduct in the constitution.